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In a recent paper, Cattabriga [l] has reconsidered the Cauchy and 
boundary value problems for the equation 
3att4 - azSu = 0, 
a problem considered previously by Block [2] and Del Vecchio [3]. A closer 
study of solutions to the Cauchy problem for (1) reveal some very interesting 
properties that the above authors have failed to notice. It is our purpose 
here to discuss these properties. We find that the solutions of (1) have 
many properties reminiscent of the heat equation but it also has some 
properties that have no analogues. 
Using Fourier transforms, one obtains easily a representation for a solution 
of the initial value problem with initial data f associated with (1). In fact if 
I 
co 
G= &%(x, t) dx, 
--m 
then 
d&t, y) - 6(i)” c(t> Y) = 0 
with P(0, y) = f(y). Then 
f4t, Y> = f(y) exp(-+yst), 
and the inverse transform gives 
u(t, 4 = & symf(x - z) /yrn exp [izy - $ iyst] dy dz. (2) 
Denote the inner integral by K(t, x). (Equivalent formulas have been 
obtained in [l-3].) 
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If Ai is the Airy function and Ain = Ai(--x) the negative Airy 
function, then 
K(t, x) = t-1/3Ain(xt-1/s). 
Now, Ain satisfies the equation y” + xy = 0 with 
y(0) = 3-2/“/r(2/3), 
y’(0) = 3-l/“/T( l/3). 
(3) 
Also [4, SJ 
s 
m Ain dx = 213, 
0 
(4) 
s 
’ Ain dx = l/3. 
--m (5) 
It is a matter of direct computation to show that K(t, x) satisfies (1) for 
t # 0 and that 
SW K(t, y) dy = lrn Ain ds = 1. (6) 
-03 --oD 
THEOREM 1. If f is a piecewise continuous function of bounded variation 
with compact support [a, b] in R1, then 
UP, 4 = ,““, W, x - Y)~(Y) 4 (7) 
satis$es (1) for t > 0 and for x0 E: (a, b), 
lim u(t, x0) = $f(xo-) + + f (x0+). 
t+o+ 
Write 
u(t, x) = ,l_, t-li3 Ain(xt-li3) f (x - z) dz + jl-” @I3 Ain(xt-li3) f (x - z) dz 
= u, + 112. 
Given E > 0, choose 6 such that 0 < x - x0 < 6 implies x E (a, 6) and 
I f(x) - f (x0+)1 < l * For 0 < x - x0 < 77 < 612, set TV = -TtW3 and 
Y = (x - b)t-li3. Then 
lul - Qf (x0+)1 < E so Ws) h + zO~t I f(x) - f (x0+)1 1: Ain h 
u 
+ I f (x0+)1 l:,Ain(s) ds. 
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As t + 0, p -+ - 00, and Y -+ - co and the first integral yields l/3 by (5) 
while the last two converge to zero. 
Consider next ua . Choose 6 such that 0 ,< x0 - x < 8 implies x E (a, b) 
and that j f(x) - f(xs-)I < c/2 and Var(f(x) - f(xs-); (x0 - 6, x0)) < c/2 
(continuity). For 0 < x,, - x < 7 < S/2 set now p = 7N3 and v = (X - a)t-‘i3. 
From [6, p. 6231 we can write 
I u2 - Qf(%l->I < {sup(lf(x) -Do-)I; (%-I - s/2, %I)) 
+ Var(f(4 - fh-1; (x0 - VP 4)) 40, CL) 
+ {SUP(lfW -f&3-)I; x < %I> 
+ Var(fW - fh-1; x < 4 45 1.4 
+ If( 45 a) 
where 
A(a, p) = sup( I jn Ain dz I; 01 < m < n < 18). (8) 
m 
In this case p and v are positive and TV < v. Certainly A(0, CL) < A(0, cc), 
A(p, V) < A(p, oo), and A(v, co) < A&, co). The existence of the integral 
(4) implies that A(0, co) < cc and that A& co) --+ 0 as /.L + 00, whence 
ilSt+O. 
A closer look at the limiting mechanisms involved here reveals that Qf(~s+) 
is obtained from peaking behavior of K(t, x) similar to the heat kernel, and 
the $f(xa-) from a stationary phase property of K(t, x). 
Although Block [2] reports that the initial value problem for the whole 
line - co < x < co can be solved if appropriate restrictions are placed on 
the initial function f he does not give precise conditions. We prove 
THEOREM 2. If f is continuous and of bounded variation on bounded intervals, 
g(y) = (y)“l”+“f(y) is of bounded variation on ha2f rays x < a, and I f (y)i < 
C, exp(C, I y 13/2-n) as y -+ 00 for 6,~ small positive numbers, then u(t, x) 
defined by (7) satis$es (1) and 
Formally 
azau = - 
I m %3W, y) f lx - Y) 4. -co 
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But 
4d3K(t,y) = -t-lK(t, y) - t-ya,qt, y) = 3a*Iqt,J9, 
so that 
ta,s = - s m [Ain + z Ain’( f(x - t%) dz. -al 
For x < 0 [4, 71, 
A4z) = -& I z l-1/4 exp (- 3 1 2 [s/a) [& + O(l z I-W)] 
Ain’ = - $1 z jl/4 exp ( - ; I x 13/s) [& + O(l x I-*/*)] 
and for z > 0 
Ain = +x-1/4 cos (; x3/3 - $) (l/G + qz-3/“)) 
(10) 
Aid(x) = ; ~114 sin (; zv - $) (1/;; + o(~s/s)). 
Thus for t 3 t,, > 0, a < x < b, and large positive Y, 
s -7 z Ain’(z)f(x - W.z) dz -cc 
= O(sI z5/4 exp [-9P (2/3 - CP (G + t113)3fP-n)] dz) 
which converges to zero as Y + co uniformly in the given region of the 
(t, x) plane. 
On the other hand, with t and x restricted as above, 
s 
m 
z Ain’(z)f(x - Wz) dz = r lrn 
d 
25i4 sin 
r 77 7 ( 
i $I2 - +) f(x - tlk) dz 
+ 0 (1: z-1/a sin cf Za12 - 2) f(~ - N3z) dz). 
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Consider the second term first. 
Is 
m -3'4-8 
= z-1-83in tl'3 
T 
s 
03 
GM x-1--6 dx 
7 
which goes to zero as r -+ co. 
The first integral is estimated by 
I 
m 
c 
ZIP-8 sin (i 9’2 _ i)(z _ tl/3)d’4-8 ((x _ tl/3,g)3/4+8f(X - tV2)) dz 
2 * =- 
s 3 P 
e)--2813 sin (i w - T p(v)((x - t1’%2’3)3’4+8f(x - t1’3w2’3)) dv “) 
where p = r312. The absolute value is then bounded by 
2 
3 { / x - tl’3 Y p/4+8 1 f(x + tl’%)l 
+ qx - tl/+p/3)3/4+8f(, - tw+p); v 3 r3'2)j 
II 
3 
x sup 
(I 
o-28/3~(~)sin (iv - $1 dv 1 
where the supremum is taken over all 01, fl such that r312 < 01 < /3. The 
existence of this integral over the infinite interval means that the supremum 
goes to zero as r ---f co. The remaining integral can be handled in much 
the same way-it is even easier-so that we have uniform convergence of 
the integrals for t > to > 0, a < x < 6 and the differentiation under the 
integral is justified. 
To determine the limit as x -+ x,, and t -+ 0 we need consider only 
functions with compact support. Suppose a + 1 < x0 < b - 1. Define 
{rLr;r#(a, b)f(x) where +(a, b) = 1 for a < x < b and $(a, b) = 0 for all 
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qt, ix) = jm W, x - r).fCr) dr -02 
and consider u(t, x) - zZ(t, X) for a + 1 < x < b - 1. Then 
u(t, X) - G(t, X) = 1,” Ain(x)f(x - t1i3z) dx + j-” Ain(z)f(x - C/32) dz 
-co 
where h = (X - a)t-r13 and k = (b - ~)t-r/~. The second integral is 
z-1/a exp( --gz3/2 + Cs(x - t1/3z)3/2-“) dz). 
But the integral in this expression is 
K -m 
J 
s-l/2 exp{- s[# + C2(&V3 - t1/3)3/3-ns-W3]} ds 
1 
where 1 = k312. As t -+ 0, I + co and the integral goes to zero. 
The first integral is estimated in absolute value by 
{If(x - Pk)l + V(f(x - tlk); h < z)} A(h, to) 
G {SUP(f(& x < 4) 4, a), 
where A(h, co) is defined by (8). As t -+ 0, h -+ co so that we estimate the 
integral by 
r Ain dz = + s” z-1/4 cos (i ~3/3 - a) (&- + O(,&@)) dz 
"LY OL 
s-l!ecos(~s-~)(~~+o(s-‘))ds. 
Now, 
IS 
8 
Y 
s-vcos (f “) 1 s - 4 ,js < 2(,,-l/3 - 6-W) = 2@-3/4 -p-3/4). 
A=4 
IS 
B 
a 
s-li2 cos (5s - $) ds 1 < $(cx-~/~ + ,EW2) + K((Y-~/~ - ,W2). 
Hence, sup,,s 1 jt Ain dz 1 < 3p-r12 + K&/2 < K’k-1/2 and the first 
integral must also go to zero as t - 0. 
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It is known [g] that the solution to the Cauchy problem for (1) is unique 
in the class of functions 1 u(t, x)1 < C, exp(C, 1 x 13i2-n) and in fact fails to be 
unique for greater growth. The above Theorem 2 requires that the initial 
function actually decay as x + - CO. How essential is this for existence ? 
We look now at two examples that suggest that the condition at - 00 is 
imposed by the integral representation and not by the operator. 
We first seek a periodic solution in x in the form 
u(t, x) = c (W) cos 297nx + S,(t) sin 27r~zx). 
The coefficients must then satisfy 
3C,’ + (27m)3 s, = 0, 
3S,’ + (27m)3 c, = 0. 
That is, 
9c; + (2?r+J c, = 0, 
and 
C, = A, cos((2~rn)~t/3) + B, sin((2rm)9/3), 
S, = -B, cos((2~rn)~t/3) + A, sin((2rrn)3t/3). 
Thus 
u(t, x) = &A, + 2 [An cos(~(27rt~)~t - 2mx) + B, sin(i(2rm)3t - 27rx)]. 
1 
(11) 
Certainly then, if .f is periodic and sufficiently smooth with a Fourier 
expansion 
f(x) = M, + i A, cos(2mx) - B, sin(2mx), 
1 
(11) will solve (1) with lim,,, u(t, x) = f(x). Clearly iff has a jump disconti- 
nuity at x,, this solution will converge to the usual mean +f(xs-) + +f(x,,+) 
instead of the weighted mean of Theorem 1. 
We now obtain solutions to (1) for initial data from another class of 
functions. First observe that exp(olx + ~~~3-9) satisfies (1) for all CL Then 
the polynomials Vn(t, x) defined by 
exp(awc + ~~3-9) = nzO 5 T/n(t, x) 
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satisfy (1). We observe that 
exp(w + c~~3-9) = 1 + C, -$ (a + a33-1t)m 
Setting q = n + k in the last sum gives 
g1 & (*$ (, 2” J x3w3)a-n+) 
= $ x3 + $ (x” + 41 xt) + f3 cd2q @,, (& (4 2_ .) x3-qt/3)u-“). 
Set p = q - TZ. Carry out a similar analysis for the first sum to obtain 
h/31 
V& 4 = z. (n 2ip)! (” -““) 
3-PtP.p-3P. 
p 
THEOREM 3. Iff is entire with power series C a,zn such that ( a, j < Can/n!, 
C, a > 0, then 
u(t, 4 = C a,‘V,(t, x) 
is a solution of (1) such that 
‘$ up, 4 = f&l)- 
“‘“0 
We see that 
But 
rn/31 
I ~n(t, 41 < c 
p-0 
(n ?!2p)! (” ; ‘“) 3-p I t I* I * in-3p = V,(l t 19 I x I) 
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and 
Thus the series defining u is uniformly and absolutely convergent on compact 
subsets of the (t, X) plane. Hence, u is a solution of (1) and 
We turn next to asymptotic properties of (7) as x and t tend to infinity 
for f with compact support. We find that for negative x the kernel has 
properties reminiscent of the heat kernel but for positive x very different 
behavior. In particular, take f = 1 for / x 1 < d and zero elsewhere. Then 
(7) b ecomes 
u(t, X) = cB Ain dy 
where OL = (x - d)H3 and /I = (X + d)t~l/~. For bounded t and x -+ 00 
the asymptotic properties (10) of the Airy function Ain imply that 
I 
B 
u(t, x) = Tr--112 y-114 cos 
a ( 
2 3 y3/2 - ; 
1 
[I] dy 
where [I] = 1 + 0( Y-~/Z). That is, 
s 6 u(t, x) = Re{?r-1/2e-(“/4 a y-l14 exp(#i”l”)[l] dy}. 
By a stationary phase argument [4] 
u(t, x) = 27+w/%-‘/” cos 
( 
; t-1/2$/2 - $) (1 + qx-l)). 
On the other hand, as x -+ - 00 with t bounded (9) gives 
u(t, x) = &T-~/~ /IIy-1/4 exp(-$ys12)[1] dy. 
A Laplace asymptotic argument [4] gives 
u(t, x) = &7-1/2t-1/4 1x I-1/4 exp(-$t-l12 1 x I”/“)(1 + O(] x I)-‘). 
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For x bounded and t + CO we find that our kernel again displays an 
asymptotic behavior very different from that of the heat kernel. In this 
case, the limits OL, /3 in (12) have the property p - OL -+ 0 as t -+ co so that 
u(t, x) = 2dt-lj3 Ain(xt-ri3) + O(t-2/3) 
which has the form 
up, x) = 2dkt-113 + O(tr2i3), k = 3-2/3/r(2/3). (13) 
One can show, in addition, that for initial data given by an odd function 
of compact support 
u(t, x) - Kt-2/3. 
We finish our discussion by looking at the question of “signal time” 
where again we observe very different phenomena between positive and 
negative values of x. The solutions (7) of Eq. (1) exhibit, like the heat 
equation, infinite propagation speeds. However, for x < 0 we can obtain 
a “finite signal time” analogous to that of the heat equation. Consider again 
the pulse function f = 1, --d < x < d, and zero elsewhere. Then, for 
small d, u is approximately equal to 
v(t, x) = 2At-113 Ain(tNax). 
For fixed x < -A, v(t, x) + 0 as t -+ 0 by Theorem 1. The asymptotic 
properties (13) show that v(t, x) + 0 also as t -+ co. Finally, we know that 
Ain is positive for bounded negative values of z so that t-113 Ain(t-r/ax) 
must have a unique maximum. If we set x = t-l/ax, 
a&t, X) = - y H3 (Ain + z Ain’( = - y t-d/a A(Z). 
The negative root for A(z) = 0 is z z - 1.06, and v reaches its maximum 
at t z -0.840~-~. 
For positive x we have no such phenomena. As t varies we obtain very 
complicated oscillatory behavior which for large t decays to zero like t-113, 
see (13), but for small values of t the oscillation has the form 
,-1/4t-l/4 cos ( 2 -.$I!+l/2 - T 3 4 1 . 
This behavior corresponds to that of the solutions of a,424 + a,‘% = 0 
bee PI). 
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